11:00-11:15 Welcome and Announcements
- Kelly Cleland (ASEC)

11:15-12:00 Research Updates: What’s New for Ulipristal Acetate (ella)?
Discussant: Angel Foster (University of Ottawa)
- UPA EC for Individuals with Obesity: A Randomized Controlled Trial of 30mg vs 60mg (Alison Edelman, Oregon Health & Science University)
- A New Candidate for Peri-coital Contraception: Ulipristal Acetate Plus Meloxicam (Erica Cahill, Stanford University)
- A Study of UPA + Misoprostol for Early Abortion: Potential Impacts

12:00-1:15 What Now? The EC Policy Context
Moderator: Marie Khan (Midwest Access Coalition)
- A Pharmacy Refusal Case in Minnesota (Jess Braverman, Gender Justice)
- What to Expect When You’re Expecting Attacks on Birth Control (Mara Gandal-Powers and Kelsey Grimes, National Women’s Law Center)
- A 50-state Survey of EC Law & Policy (Mariya Naulo, Orrick)

1:15-1:45 Break
1:45-3:00  EC Distribution in Contexts of Opposition

**Moderator:** Nimisha Srikanth *(Texas A&M University)*

- Plan B Tablet Donation Initiative (Tara Evans & Kassia Janesch, *Foundation Consumer Healthcare*).
- Peer to Peer Distribution at a Jesuit Campus: Meet EZ EC at Loyola Chicago (Andi Beaudouin, Loyola University Chicago).
- The Need for Plan B: Southeast- Rapid-Response Emergency Contraception (Ukwuoma Ukairo, *Access Reproductive Care – Southeast*).
- Getting EC to Youth in Rural Parts of Texas (Graci D'Amore, *Jane's Due Process*).

3:00-3:15  Break

3:15-4:15  Innovative Vending Machine Models

**Moderator:** Emma Donnelly *(University of Southern Maine)*

- Designing, Implementing, and Evaluating a Campus-wide Pharmacy Vending Machine Program (Andrea DeMaria, *Purdue University*).
- Vending Machines as a Public Health Harm-reduction Strategy (Mandie Fleming, *Flathead Family Planning, Montana*).

4:15-4:50  The EC Access Experience in Stores and Online

**Moderator:** Jynesis Lee *(Claflin University)*

- Pharmacy Access: Canada (Émilie Friesen, *University of Ottawa*).
- Pharmacy Access: United States (Nicola Brogan, *ASEC*).
- EC in the US: A Digital Landscape (Allison Farley, *University of Tennessee*).

4:50-5:00  Closing Remarks

- Kelly Cleland *(ASEC)*

---

**ASEC thanks**

- Afaxys Pharmaceuticals
- afterpill.com
- Foundation Consumer Healthcare
- HRA Pharma
- and individual donors

for their generous support of the EC Jamboree.